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BULL INFORMATION

Name Rowin

Herdbook number DE 0117215371

A.I.-code 36843

aAa code 345

colour RB

Breed 100% MRY

 

Date of birth 2010-04-01

Kappa Casein AA

Beta Casein A2/A2

Cow family

Straw colour white

Rudolf 

Rozax Dn 

Katrien 

Catana 2030  

7/ 7LA 8494 kg 4.59% 3.83%
HL 6 305d 10009 kg 4.53% 3.68%
Ext.: 88 88 84 85 VG 86

Parole 

Ricarda  

8/ 8LA 7129 kg 4.42% 3.60%
HL 6 305d 8442 kg 4.26% 3.58%
Ext.: 82 83 82 86 GP83

Rowin (Rudolf x Parole x Bello), imported from Germany, is a MRIJ bull with in Holland bred bulls and in Germany tested
bulls in his pedigree (Rudolf and Parole). Both bulls belong to the top production bulls of the MRIJ breed and also stand for
longevity. The maternal line of Rowin realizes very good productions and high longevity scores. We expect that Rowin’s
offspring will do the same!

As described above Rowin’s sire Rudolf has high production traits. He is a true production bull, but scores very high figures
for conformation also. His daughters have very good frames, good udders (very well high attached rear udders) and superb
feet & legs. Besides this Rudolf scores very good for the secondary traits SCS, (daughter) fertility and longevity.

Longevity is also in the maternal line present in a great way. The cows from this line produced for many lactations and
within these lactations they showed high productions with high protein. The three youngest generations from this line all
have an average protein % of more than 3.60%. They also have good conformation (86 x 83 x 86). Dam Cantana proved to
be a good breeding cow as well. The three producing daughters all got 84 points for total conformation and realized
protein percentages between 3.70% and 4.00%!
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